Focus on Environmental Science
Alumni Ryan Corrigan, ‘13

English Teaching Assistant
United States Fulbright Program
Calcutta, India
Home town: Omaha, NE

Doane Highlights:
Environmental Science and Spanish major, Biology Minor
Founder Crete Community Gardens
Vice-chair Doane Green Committee
Stuco senator

Current Highlights:
Teaching spoken English and civic engagement at A.K. Ghosh Memorial School in Calcutta.
Working with DRSCS, a sustainable development NGO to develop sustainable farming models for rural communities in India.
Increasing mutual understanding between U.S. and Indian citizens by speaking at social gatherings, learning Bengali language and engaging students in U.S. holidays.

Ryan Remembers:
Learning outside the classroom. Not only are Doane’s professors excellent teachers, they also encourage service-learning and help students who want to become leaders in the community grow. They put in the extra hours because they care, and I cannot emphasize enough how much that meant to my development as a student and a person.